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GONE
‘Engrossing, riveting and unputdownable! The tension in Gone not only
made you want to know what was going to happen next but it made you
anxious to know.’ Karen Hellewell, Wellwisher Children’s Bookshop

‘Fans of Heroes and X-Men . . . should love it, as should fans of James
Patterson’s Maximum Ride series.’ Jenny Davies, Borders

‘Gone is one of the best books I’ve read for a very long time.’ Rachel Airey,
WHSmith

‘This intense, marvelously plotted, paced, and characterized story will
immediately garner comparisons to Lord of the Flies, or even Stephen
King, with just a dash of X-Men for good measure. A potent mix of action
and thoughtfulness – centered around good and evil, courage and
cowardice – renders this a tour-de-force that will leave readers dazed,
disturbed, and utterly breathless.’ Ian Chipman, Booklist

‘If Stephen King had written Lord of the Flies, it might have been a little
like this . . .’ VOYA Starred Review

‘Gone is a huge book, but the time passed so quickly while I was reading
it, I just couldn’t put it down! Last night, taking a break from my
homework, I picked it up, intending to read a chapter or two. Instead, I
read two hundred pages. That’s how absolutely engrossing this book is!
And as for the writing? The book is so fast-paced . . .’ Teen review on
Amazon.com

‘I wanted to cheer and scream at the ending of the novel . . . Gone was
simply an amazing book; I don't think I can stress that fact enough, and I
recommend it to everyone.’ The book muncher, Amazon.com

‘Gone was a great book. I could not put it down (except when I was told
to). Gone has just about everything in it . . . suspense, action, mystery,
romance, supernatural sci-fi . . . all that good stuff . . . I would recommend
this book to just about anyone.’ C. Uvena, Amazon.com

‘OMG. This book will keep you up all night like it did me. I read the whole
thing in two days. This book is awesome.’ Booklover12, Amazon.com
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299 HOURS 54 MINUTES

O N E M I N U T E T H E teacher was talking about the Civil War.

And the next minute he was gone.

There.

Gone.

No ‘poof ’. No flash of light. No explosion.

Sam Temple was sitting in third-period history class staring

blankly at the blackboard, but far away in his head. In his head

he was down at the beach, he and Quinn. Down at the beach

with their boards, yelling, bracing for that first plunge into cold

Pacific water.

For a moment he thought he had imagined it, the teacher

disappearing. For a moment he thought he’d slipped into a

daydream.

Sam turned to Mary Terrafino, who sat just to his left. ‘You

saw that, right?’

Mary was staring hard at the place where the teacher had been.

‘Um, where’s Mr Trentlake?’ It was Quinn Gaither, Sam’s best,

maybe only, friend. Quinn sat right behind Sam. The two of them

favoured window seats because sometimes, if you caught just the

right angle, you could actually see a tiny sliver of sparkling water

1
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between the school buildings and the homes beyond.

‘He must have left,’ Mary said, not sounding like she 

believed it.

Edilio, a new kid Sam found potentially interesting, said, ‘No,

man. Poof.’ He did a thing with his fingers that was a pretty

good illustration of the concept.

Kids were staring at one another, craning their necks this way

and that, giggling nervously. No one was scared. No one was

crying. The whole thing seemed kind of funny.

‘Mr Trentlake poofed?’ said Quinn, with a suppressed giggle

in his voice.

‘Hey,’ someone said, ‘where’s Josh?’

Heads turned to look.

‘Was he here today?’

‘Yes, he was here. He was right here next to me.’ Sam

recognised the voice. Bette. Bouncing Bette.

‘He just, you know, disappeared,’ Bette said. ‘Just like Mr

Trentlake.’

The door to the hallway opened. Every eye locked on it. Mr

Trentlake was going to step in, maybe with Josh, and explain

how he had pulled off this magic trick, and then get back to

talking in his excited, strained voice about the Civil War nobody

cared about.

But it wasn’t Mr Trentlake. It was Astrid Ellison, known 

as Astrid the Genius, because she was . . . well, she was a 

genius. Astrid was in all the AP classes the school had. In some

subjects she was taking online courses from the university.

MICHAEL GRANT
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Astrid had shoulder-length blonde hair, and liked to wear

starched white short-sleeved blouses that never failed to catch

Sam’s eye. Astrid was out of his league, Sam knew that. But there

was no law against thinking about her.

‘Where’s your teacher?’ Astrid asked.

There was a collective shrug. ‘He poofed,’ Quinn said, like

maybe it was funny.

‘Isn’t he out in the hallway?’ Mary asked.

Astrid shook her head. ‘Something weird is happening. My

math study group . . . there were just three of us, plus the

teacher. They all just disappeared.’

‘What?’ Sam said.

Astrid looked right at him. He couldn’t look away like he

normally would, because her gaze wasn’t challenging, sceptical

like it usually was: it was scared. Her normally sharp, discerning

blue eyes were wide, with way too much white showing. ‘They’re

gone. They all just . . . disappeared.’

‘What about your teacher?’ Edilio said.

‘She’s gone, too,’ Astrid said.

‘Gone?’

‘Poof,’ Quinn said, not giggling so much now, starting to

think maybe it wasn’t a joke after all.

Sam noticed a sound. More than one, really. Distant car

alarms, coming from town. He stood up, feeling self-conscious,

like it wasn’t really his place to do so, and walked on stiff legs to

the door. Astrid moved away so he could step past her. He could

smell her shampoo as he went by.

GONE
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Sam looked left, down towards room 211, the room where

Astrid’s math wonks met. The next door down, 213, a kid stuck

out his head. He had a half-scared, half-giddy expression, like

someone buckling into a roller-coaster.

The other direction, down at 207, kids were laughing too

loud. Freaky loud. Fifth-graders. Across the hall, room 208,

three sixth-graders suddenly burst out into the hallway and

stopped dead. They stared at Sam, like he might yell at them.

Perdido Beach School was a small-town school, with

everyone from kindergarten to ninth grade all in one building,

elementary and middle school together. High school was an

hour’s drive away in San Luis.

Sam walked towards Astrid’s classroom. She and Quinn were

right behind him.

The classroom was empty. Desk chairs, the teacher’s chair, all

empty. Math books lay open on three of the desks. Notebooks,

too. The computers, a row of six aged Macs, all showed

flickering blank screens.

On the chalkboard you could quite clearly see ‘Polyn’.

‘She was writing the word “polynomial”,’ Astrid said in a

church-voice whisper.

‘Yeah, I was going to guess that,’ Sam said drily.

‘I had a polynomial once,’ Quinn said. ‘My doctor removed it.’

Astrid ignored the weak attempt at humour. ‘She disappeared

in the middle of writing the “o”. I was looking right at her.’

Sam made a slight motion, pointing. A piece of chalk lay on

the floor, right where it would have fallen if someone were

MICHAEL GRANT
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writing the word ‘polynomial’ – whatever that meant – and had

disappeared before rounding off the ‘o’.

‘This is not normal,’ Quinn said. Quinn was taller than Sam,

stronger than Sam, at least as good a surfer. But Quinn, with his

half-crazy half-smile and tendency to dress in what could only

be called a costume – today it was baggy shorts, army-surplus

desert boots, a pink golf shirt, and a grey fedora he’d found in

his grandfather’s attic – put out a weird-guy vibe that alienated

some and scared others. Quinn was his own clique, which was

maybe why he and Sam clicked.

Sam Temple kept a lower profile. He stuck to jeans and

understated T-shirts, nothing that drew attention to himself. He

had spent most of his life in Perdido Beach, attending this

school, and everybody knew who he was, but few people were

quite sure what he was. He was a surfer who didn’t hang out

with surfers. He was bright, but not a brain. He was good-

looking, but not so that girls thought of him as a hottie.

The one thing most kids knew about Sam Temple was that

he was School Bus Sam. He’d earned the nickname when he

was in seventh grade. The class had been on the way to a field

trip when the bus driver had suffered a heart attack. They’d

been driving down Highway 1. Sam had pulled the man out of

his seat, steered the bus on to the shoulder of the road,

brought it safely to a stop, and calmly dialled 911 on the

driver’s cell phone.

If he had hesitated for even a second, the bus would have

plunged off a cliff and into the ocean.

GONE
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His picture had been in the paper.

‘The other two kids, plus the teacher, are gone. All except

Astrid,’ Sam said. ‘That’s definitely not normal.’ He tried not to

trip over her name when he said it but failed. She had that effect

on him.

‘Yeah. Kind of quiet in here, brah,’ Quinn said. ‘OK, I’m ready

to wake up now.’ For once, Quinn was not kidding.

Someone screamed.

The three of them stumbled into the hall, which was now full

of kids. A sixth-grader named Becka was the one screaming. She

was holding her cell phone. ‘There’s no answer. There’s no

answer,’ she cried. ‘There’s nothing.’

For two seconds everyone froze. Then a rustle and a clatter,

followed by the sound of dozens of fingers punching dozens 

of keypads.

‘It’s not doing anything.’

‘My mom would be home, she would answer. It’s not even

ringing.’

‘Oh, my God: there’s no Internet, either. I have a signal, but

there’s nothing.’

‘I have three bars.’

‘Me too, but it’s not there.’

Someone started wailing, a creepy, flesh-crawly sound.

Everybody talked at once, the chatter escalating to yelling.

‘Try 911,’ a scared voice demanded.

‘Who do you think I called, numbnuts?’

‘There’s no 911?’

MICHAEL GRANT
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‘There’s nothing. I’ve gone through half my speed dials, and

there’s not anything.’

The hall was as full of kids as it would have been during a

class change. But people weren’t rushing to their next class, or

playing around, or spinning the locks on their lockers. There

was no direction. People just stood there, like a herd of cattle

waiting to stampede.

The alarm bell rang, as loud as an explosion. People flinched,

like they’d never heard it before.

‘What do we do?’ more than one voice asked.

‘There must be someone in the office,’ a voice cried out. ‘The

bell went off.’

‘It’s on a timer, moron.’ This from Howard. Howard was a

little worm, but he was Orc’s number-one toady, and Orc was a

glowering thug of an eighth-grader, a mountain of fat and

muscle who scared even ninth-graders. No one called Howard

out. Any insult to Howard was an attack on Orc.

‘They have a TV in the teachers’ lounge,’ Astrid said.

Sam and Astrid, with Quinn racing after them, pelted

towards the lounge. They flew down the stairs, down to the

bottom floor, where there were fewer classrooms, fewer kids.

Sam’s hand on the door of the teachers’ lounge, they froze.

‘We’re not supposed to go in there,’ Astrid said.

‘You care?’ Quinn said.

Sam pushed the door open. The teachers had a

refrigerator. It was open. A carton of Dannon blueberry

yogurt was on the floor, gooey contents spilled on to the 

GONE
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ratty carpet. The TV was on, with no picture, just static.

Sam searched for the remote. Where was the remote?

Quinn found it. He started running through the channels.

Nothing and nothing and nothing.

‘Cable’s out,’ Sam said, aware it was kind of a stupid thing 

to say.

Astrid reached behind the set and unscrewed the coaxial

cable. The screen flickered and the quality of the static changed

a little, but as Quinn ran the channels there was still nothing

and nothing and nothing.

‘You can always get channel nine,’ Quinn said. ‘Even 

without cable.’

Astrid said, ‘Teachers, some of the kids, cable, broadcast, cell

phones, all gone at the same time?’ She frowned, trying to work it

out. Sam and Quinn waited, like she might have an answer. Like

she might say, ‘Oh, sure, now I understand.’ She was Astrid the

Genius, after all. But all she said was, ‘It doesn’t make any sense.’

Sam lifted the receiver on the wall phone, a landline. ‘No dial

tone. Is there a radio in here?’

There wasn’t. The door slammed open and in rushed two

kids, fifth-grade boys, their faces wild, excited. ‘We own the

school!’ one yelled, and the other gave an answering hoot.

‘We’re going to bust open the candy machine,’ the first one

announced.

‘That’s maybe not a good idea,’ Sam said.

‘You can’t tell us what to do.’ Belligerent, but not sure of

himself, not sure he was right.

MICHAEL GRANT
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‘You’re right, little dude. But look, how about we all try and

keep it together till we figure out what’s going on?’ Sam said.

‘You keep it together,’ the kid yelled. The other one hooted

again, and off they went.

‘I guess it would be wrong to ask them to bring me a Twix,’

Sam muttered.

‘Fifteen,’ Astrid said.

‘No, man, they were, like, ten,’ Quinn said.

‘Not them. The kids in my class. Jink and Michael. They were

both math whizzes, better than me, but they had LDs – learning

disabilities, dyslexia – that kept them back. They were both a

little older. I was the only fourteen-year-old.’

‘I think maybe Josh was fifteen, in our class,’ Sam said.

‘So?’

‘So he was fifteen, Quinn. He just . . . just disappeared. Blink

and he was gone.’

‘No way,’ Quinn said, shaking his head. ‘Every adult and

older kid in the whole school just disappears? That makes 

no sense.’

‘It’s not just the school,’ Astrid said.

‘What?’ Quinn snapped at her.

‘The phones and the TV?’ Astrid said.

‘No, no, no, no, no,’ Quinn said. He was shaking his head, half

smiling, like he’d been told a bad joke.

‘My mom,’ Sam said.

‘Man, stop this,’ Quinn said. ‘All right? It’s not funny.’

For the first time Sam felt the edge of panic, like a tingling at

GONE
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the base of his spine. His heart was thumping in his chest,

labouring as if he’d been running.

Sam swallowed hard. He sucked at the air, unable to take

more than shallow breaths. He looked at his friend’s face. He’d

never seen Quinn so scared. Quinn’s eyes were behind shades,

but his mouth quivered, and a pink stain was creeping up his

neck. Astrid was still calm, though, frowning, concentrating,

trying to make sense of it all.

‘We have to check it out,’ Sam said.

Quinn let loose a sort of sobbing breath. He was already

moving, turning away. Sam grabbed his shoulder.

‘Get off me, brah,’ Quinn snapped. ‘I have to go home. I have

to see.’

‘We all have to go see,’ Sam said. ‘But let’s go together.’

Quinn started to pull away, but Sam tightened his grip.

‘Quinn. Together. Come on, man, it’s like a wipeout, you know?

You get launched, what do you do?’

‘You try not to get worked up,’ Quinn muttered.

‘That’s right. You keep your head straight through the spin

cycle. Right? Then swim towards daylight.’

‘Surfing metaphor?’ Astrid asked.

Quinn stopped resisting. He let go of a shuddering breath.

‘OK, yeah. You’re right. Together. But my house first. This is

messed up. This is so messed up.’

‘Astrid?’ Sam asked, not sure of her, not sure at all if she

wanted to go with him and Quinn. It felt presumptuous to ask

her, and wrong not to ask.

MICHAEL GRANT
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She looked at Sam, looked like she was hoping to find

something in his face. Sam suddenly realised that Astrid the

Genius didn’t know what to do, or where to go, any better than

he did. That seemed impossible.

From the hallway they heard a rising cacophony of voices.

Loud, scared, some babbling, as if it would be OK as long as

they didn’t stop talking. Some voices were just wild.

It wasn’t a good sound. It was frightening all by itself,

that sound.

‘Come with us, Astrid, OK?’ Sam said. ‘We’ll be safer

together.’

Astrid flinched at the word ‘safer’. But she nodded.

This school was dangerous now. Scared people did scary

things sometimes, even kids. Sam knew that from personal

experience. Fear could be dangerous. Fear could get people

hurt. And there was nothing but fear running crazy through 

the school.

Life in Perdido Beach had changed. Something big and

terrible had happened.

Sam hoped he was not the cause.

GONE
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298 HOURS 38 MINUTES

K I D S P O U R E D  O U T of the school, alone or in small groups.

Some of the girls walked in threes, hugging each other, tears

streaming down their faces. Some boys walked hunched over,

cringing as if the sky might fall on them, not hugging anyone. A

lot of them were crying, too.

Sam flashed on news videos he’d seen of school shootings.

It had that kind of feel to it. Kids were bewildered, scared,

hysterical, or hiding hysteria beneath laughter and bold displays

of rowdiness.

Brothers and sisters were together. Friends were together.

Some of the really little kids, the kindergarteners, the first-

graders, were wandering on the grounds, not really going

anywhere. They weren’t old enough to know their way home.

Preschoolers in Perdido Beach mostly went to Barbara’s Day

Care, a downtown building decorated with faded appliqués of

cartoon characters. It was next to the Ace hardware store and

across the plaza from the McDonald’s.

Sam wondered if they were OK, the littles down at 

Barbara’s. Probably. Not his responsibility. But he had to say

something.
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‘What about all these little kids?’ Sam said. ‘They’ll wander

into the street and get run over.’

Quinn stopped and stared. Not at the little kids, but down

the street. ‘You see any cars moving?’

The stoplight changed from red to green. There were no cars

waiting to go. The sound of car alarms was louder now, maybe

three or four different alarms. Maybe more.

‘First we see about our parents,’ Astrid said. ‘It’s not like there

aren’t any adults anywhere.’ She didn’t seem sure of that, so she

amended it. ‘I mean, it’s unlikely there are no adults.’

‘Yeah,’ Sam agreed. ‘There must be adults. Right?’

‘My mom will most likely either be home or playing tennis,’

Astrid said. ‘Unless she has an appointment or something. My

mom or dad will have my little brother. My dad’s at work. He

works at PBNP.’

PBNP was Perdido Beach Nuclear Power. The power plant

was just ten miles from the school. No one in the town thought

about it much any more, but a long time ago, in the nineties,

there had been an accident. A freak accident, they called it. A

once-in-a-million-years coincidence. Nothing to worry about.

People said that’s why Perdido Beach was still a small town,

why it hadn’t ever gotten really big like Santa Barbara down

the coast. The nickname for Perdido Beach was Fallout Alley.

Not very many people wanted to move to a place called

Fallout Alley, even though all the radioactive fallout had been

cleaned up.

The three of them, with Quinn a few steps ahead, walking

GONE
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fast on his long legs, headed down Sheridan Avenue and turned

right on Alameda.

At the corner of Sheridan Avenue and Alameda Avenue was

a car with the engine running. The car had smashed into a

parked SUV, a Toyota. The Toyota’s alarm came and went,

screeching one minute, then falling silent.

The air bags in the Toyota had deployed: limp, deflated white

balloons drooped from the steering wheel and the dashboard.

No one was in the SUV. Steam came from beneath the

crumpled hood.

Sam noticed something, but he didn’t want to say it out loud.

Astrid said it: ‘The doors are still locked. See the knobs? 

If anyone had been inside and gotten out, the doors would 

be unlocked.’

‘Someone was driving and blinked out,’ Quinn said. He

wasn’t saying it like it was supposed to be funny. Funny was over.

Quinn’s house was just about two blocks down Alameda.

Quinn was trying to maintain, trying to stay nonchalant. Trying

to keep acting like cool Quinn. But all of a sudden, Quinn

started running.

Sam and Astrid ran too, but Quinn was faster. His hat fell off

his head. Sam bent and scooped it up.

By the time they caught up, Quinn had thrown open his

front door and was inside. Sam and Astrid went as far as the

kitchen and stopped.

‘Mom. Dad. Mom. Hey!’

Quinn was upstairs, yelling. His voice got louder each time

MICHAEL GRANT
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he yelled. Louder and faster, and the sob was clearer, harder for

Sam and Astrid to pretend not to hear.

Quinn came pelting down the stairs, still yelling for his

family, getting only silence in return.

He still had his shades on, so Sam couldn’t see his friend’s

eyes. But tears were running down Quinn’s cheeks, and tears

were in his ragged voice, and Sam could practically feel the

lump in Quinn’s throat because the same lump was in his own

throat. He didn’t know what to do to help.

Sam set Quinn’s fedora down on the counter.

Quinn stopped in the kitchen. He was breathing hard. ‘She’s

not here, man. She’s not here. The phones are dead. Did she

leave a note or anything? Do you see a note? Look for a note.’

Astrid flicked a light switch. ‘The power is still on.’

‘What if they’re dead?’ Quinn asked. ‘This can’t be

happening. This is just some kind of nightmare or something.

This . . . this isn’t even possible.’ Quinn picked up the phone,

punched the talk button, and listened. He punched the button

again and put the phone to his ear again, then dialled, stabbing

at buttons with his index finger and babbling the whole time.

Finally, he put the phone down and stared at it. Stared at the

phone like he expected it to start ringing any second.

Sam was desperate to get to his own house. Desperate and

afraid, wanting to know and dreading knowing. But he couldn’t

rush Quinn. If he made his friend leave the house now, it would

be like telling Quinn to give up, that his parents were gone.

‘I had a fight with my dad last night,’ Quinn said.

GONE
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‘Don’t start thinking that way,’ Astrid said. ‘One thing we

know: you didn’t cause this. None of us caused this.’

She put her hand on Quinn’s shoulder, and it was as if that

was the signal for him to finally fall apart. He sobbed openly,

pulled his shades off, and dropped them on the tile floor.

‘It’s going to be OK,’ Astrid said. She sounded like she was

trying to convince Quinn, but also herself.

‘Yeah,’ Sam said, not believing it. ‘Of course it is. This is just

some . . .’ He couldn’t think of how to finish the sentence.

‘Maybe it was God,’ Quinn said, looking up, suddenly

hopeful. His eyes were red and he stared with sudden, manic

energy. ‘It was God.’

‘Maybe,’ Sam said.

‘What else could it be, right? S-so – so – so –’ Quinn caught

himself, choked down the panicked stutter. ‘So it’ll be OK.’

The thought of some explanation, any explanation, no matter

how weak, seemed to help. ‘Duh, of course it will be OK. It’ll

totally be OK.’

‘Astrid’s house next,’ Sam said. ‘She’s closest.’

‘You know where I live?’ Astrid asked.

This would not be a good time to admit that he had followed

her home once, intending to try to talk to her, maybe ask her to

go to a movie, but had lost his nerve. Sam shrugged. ‘I probably

saw you some time.’

It was a ten-minute walk to Astrid’s home, a two-storey,

kind-of-new house with a pool in the back. Astrid wasn’t rich,

but her house was much nicer than Sam’s. It reminded Sam of

MICHAEL GRANT
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the house he used to live in before his stepfather left. His

stepfather hadn’t been rich, either, but he’d had a good job.

Sam felt weird being in Astrid’s home. Everything in it

seemed nice and a little fancy. But everything was put away.

There was nothing out that could be broken. The tables had

little plastic cushions on the corners. The electrical sockets had

childproof covers. In the kitchen the knives were in a glass-front

cupboard with a childproof lock on the handle. There were kid-

proof knobs on the stove.

Astrid noticed him noticing. ‘It’s not for me,’ she said

snippily. ‘It’s for Little Pete.’

‘I know. He’s . . .’ He didn’t know the right word.

‘He’s autistic,’ Astrid said, very breezy, like it was no big

thing. ‘Well, no one here,’ she announced. Her tone said she’d

expected it, and it was fine.

‘Where’s your brother?’ Sam asked.

Astrid yelled then, something he hadn’t known she could do.

‘I don’t know, all right? I don’t know where he is.’ She covered

her mouth with one hand.

‘Call to him,’ Quinn suggested in a strange, carefully

enunciated, formal voice. He was embarrassed by his freak-out.

But at the same time, he wasn’t quite done freaking out.

‘Call to him? He won’t answer,’ Astrid said through gritted

teeth. ‘He’s autistic. Severely. He doesn’t . . . he doesn’t relate. He

won’t answer, all right? I can yell his name all day.’

‘It’s OK, Astrid. We’re going to make sure,’ Sam said. ‘If he’s

here, we’ll find him.’
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Astrid nodded and fought back tears.

They searched the house inch by inch. Under the beds. In 

the closets.

They went across the street to the home of a lady who

sometimes took care of Little Pete. There was no one home

there, either. They searched every room. Sam felt like a burglar.

‘He must be with my mom, or maybe my dad took him to

the plant with him. He does that when there’s no one else to

babysit.’ Sam heard desperation in her voice.

Maybe half an hour had passed since the sudden

disappearance. Quinn was still weird. Astrid seemed about to

fall apart. It wasn’t even lunchtime but already Sam was

wondering about night. The days were short, it was November

10, almost Thanksgiving. Short days, long nights.

‘Let’s keep moving,’ Sam said. ‘Don’t worry about Little Pete.

We’ll find him.’

‘Is that meant to be a pro forma reassurance or a specific

commitment?’ Astrid asked.

‘Sorry?’

‘No, I’m sorry. I meant, you’ll help me find Petey?’Astrid asked.

‘Sure.’ Sam wanted to add that he would help her anywhere,

any time, forever, but that was just his own fear talking, making

him want to babble. Instead, he started towards his own house,

knowing now beyond doubt what he would find, but needing to

check anyway, and to check something else, too. Needing to see

if he was crazy.

Needing to see if it was still there.
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This was all crazy. But for Sam, the crazy had started 

long before.

For the hundredth time Lana craned her head to look back and

check on her dog.

‘He’s fine. Stop fretting,’ Grandpa Luke said.

‘He could jump out.’

‘He’s dumb, all right. But I don’t think he’ll jump out.’

‘He’s not dumb. He’s a very smart dog.’ Lana Arwen Lazar

was in the front seat of her grandfather’s battered, once-red

pickup truck. Patrick, her yellow Labrador, was in the back, ears

streaming in the breeze, tongue hanging out.

Patrick was named for Patrick Star, the not-very-bright

character on SpongeBob. She wanted him up front with her.

Grandpa Luke had refused.

Her grandfather turned on the radio. Country music.

He was old, Grandpa Luke. Lots of kids had kind of young

grandparents. In fact, Lana’s other grandparents, her Las Vegas

grandparents, were much younger. But Grandpa Luke was old

in that wrinkled-up-leather kind of way. His face and hands

were dark brown, partly from the sun, partly because he was

Chumash Indian. He wore a sweat-stained straw cowboy hat

and dark sunglasses.

‘What am I supposed to do the rest of the day?’ Lana asked.

Grandpa Luke swerved to avoid a pothole. ‘Do whatever 

you want.’

‘You don’t have a TV or a DVD or Internet or anything.’
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Grandpa Luke’s so-called ranch was so isolated, and the old

man himself was so cheap, his one piece of technology was an

ancient radio that only seemed to pick up a religious station.

‘You brought some books, didn’t you? Or you can muck out

the stable. Or climb up the hill.’ He pointed with his chin

towards the hills. ‘Nice views up there.’

‘I saw a coyote up the hill.’

‘Coyote’s harmless. Mostly. Old brother coyote’s too smart to

go messing with humans.’ He pronounced coyote ‘kie-oat’.

‘I’ve been stuck here a week,’ Lana said. ‘Isn’t that long enough?

How long am I supposed to stay here? I want to go home.’

The old man didn’t even glance at her. ‘Your dad caught you

sneaking vodka out of the house for some punk.’

‘Tony is not a punk,’ Lana shot back.

Grandpa Luke turned the radio off and switched to his

lecturing voice. ‘A boy who uses a girl that way, gets her in the

middle of his mess, that’s a punk.’

‘If I didn’t get it for him, he would have tried to use a fake ID

and maybe have gotten in trouble.’

‘No maybe about it. Fifteen-year-old boy drinking booze,

he’s going to find trouble. I started drinking when I was your

age, fourteen. Thirty years of my life I wasted on the bottle.

Sober now for thirty-one years, six months, five days, thank

God above and your grandmother, rest her soul.’ He turned the

radio back on.

‘Plus, the nearest liquor store’s ten miles away in Perdido Beach.’

Grandpa Luke laughed. ‘Yeah. That helps, too.’
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At least he had a sense of humour.

The truck was bouncing crazily along the edge of a dry

gulch that went down a hundred feet, down to more sand and

sagebrush, stunted pine trees, dogwoods, and dry grasses. A few

times a year, Grandpa Luke had told her, it rained, and then the

water would go rushing down the gulch, sometimes in a

sudden torrent.

It was hard to imagine that as she gazed blankly down the

long slope.

Then, without warning, the truck veered off the road.

Lana stared at the empty seat where her grandfather had

been a split second earlier.

He was gone.

The truck was going straight down. Lana lurched against the

seat belt.

The truck picked up speed. It slammed hard into a sapling

and snapped it.

Down the truck went in a cloud of dust, bouncing so hard,

Lana slammed against the headliner, her shoulders beaten

against the window. Her teeth rattled. She grabbed for the wheel,

but it was jerking insanely and suddenly the truck rolled over.

Over and over and over.

She was out of her seat belt, tossing around helplessly inside

the cabin. The steering wheel was beating her like an agitator in

a washing machine. The windshield smashed her shoulder, the

gearshift was like a club across her face, the rear-view mirror

shattered on the back of her head.
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The truck came to a stop.

Lana lay face down, her body twisted impossibly, legs and

arms everywhere. Dust choked her lungs. Her mouth was full of

blood. One of her eyes was blocked, unable to see.

What she could see with her one good eye was impossible to

make sense of at first. She was upside down, looking at a patch

of low cactus that seemed to be growing at right angles to her.

She had to get out. She oriented as best she could and

reached for the door.

Her right arm would not move.

She looked at it and screamed. Her right forearm, from

elbow to wrist, no longer formed a straight line. It was twisted

into an angle like a flattened ‘V’. It was rotated so that her palm

faced out. The jagged ends of broken bones threatened to poke

through her flesh.

She thrashed in panic.

The pain was so terrible, her eyes rolled up in her head and

she passed out.

But not for long. Not long enough.

When she woke up, the pain in her arm and left leg and back

and head and neck made her stomach rise. She threw up over

what had been the tattered headliner of the truck.

‘Help me,’ she croaked. ‘Help. Someone help!’

But even in her agony she knew there was no one to help.

They were miles from Perdido Beach, where she’d lived until a

year ago when her folks moved to Las Vegas. This road led

nowhere except to the ranch. Maybe once a week someone else
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would come down this road, a lost backpacker or the old

woman who played checkers with Grandpa Luke.

‘I’m going to die,’ Lana said to no one.

But she wasn’t dead yet, and the pain wasn’t going away. She

had to get out of this truck.

Patrick. What had happened to Patrick?

She croaked his name, but there was nothing.

The windshield was starred and crumpled, but she couldn’t

kick it out with her one good leg.

The only way was the driver’s side window, which was

behind her. She knew that the mere act of turning around

would be excruciating.

Then, there was Patrick, poking his black nose in at her,

panting, whimpering, anxious.

‘Good boy,’ she said.

Patrick wagged his tail.

Patrick was not some fantasy dog that suddenly learned to be

smart and heroic. He did not pull Lana from the steaming

wreckage. But he stayed with her as she spent an hour of hell

crawling out on to the sand.

She rested with her head shaded by a sagebrush. Patrick

licked blood from her face.

With her good hand Lana detailed her injuries. One eye was

covered in blood from a gash on her forehead. One leg was

broken, or at least twisted beyond use. Something hurt inside

her lower back, down where her kidneys were. Her upper lip

was numb. She spit out a bloody piece of broken tooth.
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The worst by far was the horrifying mess of her right arm.

She couldn’t bear to look at it. An attempt to lift it was

immediately abandoned: the pain could not be endured.

She passed out again and came to much later. The sun was

remorseless. Patrick lay curled beside her. And in the sky 

above, a half-dozen vultures, their black wings spread wide,

circled, waiting.
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